Structural health monitoring with piezoelectric thin films integrated on structural metals shows great advantages for potential applications. However, the integration of piezoelectric thin films on structure metals is still challenged. In this paper, we report the piezoelectric barium titanate [BaTiO 3 (BTO)] thin films deposited on polycrystalline Ni substrates by the polymer assisted deposition (PAD) method using NiO as the buffer layers. The NiO buffer layers with different thicknesses were prepared by varying immersing time from 5 minutes to 4 hours in H 2 O 2 solution. The dielectric and leakage current properties of the thin films have been studied by general test systems. The BTO/Ni heterostructure with 2-hour immersing time exhibits better dielectric properties with a dielectric constant over 1500 and a 34.8% decrease of the dielectric loss compared to that with 5-minute immersing time. The results show that the leakage current density is strongly affected by the thickness of the NiO buffer layer. The conduction mechanisms of the BTO/Ni heterostructure have been discussed according to the J-V characteristic curves.
Introduction
Nanomaterials, including nanodots, nanowires, nanothin films, and related composites, have been immensely investigated in the last few decades due to their wide potential applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Barium titanate [BaTiO 3 (BTO)] thin film, noted for its high dielectric constant and ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties, has aroused much attention for its potential applications in dynamic random access memories, optical modulators, waveguides, structural health monitoring (SHM), and microelectromechanical system (MEMS) [6] [7] [8] .
With the increasing demands on embedded high density capacitors in the microelectronic packages and piezoelectricbased SHM, investigation on the fabrication of BTO thin films on base metallic substrates such as Ni or Cu has been initiated. Particularly, piezoelectric-thin-film-based built-in active SHM sensors with nondestructive evaluation abilities have shown great advantages compared to the bulk ones due to their seamless atomic bond between the active sensor and the structure as well as their low voltage requirement [9] . However, major challenges exist in the fabrication of piezoelectric thin films on structural materials due to the difficulties in controlling the oxidation of the structural metallic substrates, the interdiffusion, and the crystallization of the oxide piezoelectric thin films. The growth of BTO thin films on noble metals such as Pt and Au coated Si substrates or metal-oxide substrates has been widely reported by using the techniques of pulsed laser deposition (PLD), sputtering, or chemical solution deposition (CSD) [10] [11] [12] [13] . Nevertheless, only a few groups have initiated the efforts of how to fabricate BTO thin films on nickel foils using CSD and PLD methods [14] [15] [16] [17] .
In 2004, a chemical solution deposition technique named polymer assisted deposition (PAD) [18] [19] [20] was reported, 2 Journal of Nanomaterials which has proved itself as a promising complementary film fabrication technique with the advantages of low cost, precursor solution stability, and process controllability [21] . We have demonstrated that BTO films could be directly deposited on nickel substrates by using the PAD technique [22] [23] [24] . Specifically, NiO x layer must be formed on the Ni substrate by pretreating it in H 2 O 2 solution prior to the thin film deposition and the precursor wet films must be thermally treated in a reduced environment. On one hand, NiO x layer serves as a buffer layer to improve the wettability of the substrates and prevent interdiffusion at the interface during annealing. On the other hand, the free energy of BTO (−1854 kJ/mol, at 1100 K) is much lower than that of NiO (−315 kJ/mol, at 1100 K) [25] , and BTO has the ability to deprive oxygen from NiO x layer. In other words, NiO x buffer layer also serves as the oxygen source during the annealing process of the BTO films in a reduced environment, which would to some degree release the concern of oxygen vacancies in the as-prepared BTO films. Reasonable dielectric constant and dielectric loss can be achieved for the optimized asprepared BTO thin films. Decreased leakage current densities have been observed in the films with the pretreated NiO x layers compared to the reference sample. To get a deep understanding on the effect of NiO x layer, a systematic study on the leakage mechanism in this specific structure is necessary.
Materials and Methods
Details for the preparation of BTO film on nickel substrate by PAD method have been reported in our previous work [22] [23] [24] . Firstly, nickel substrates whose thickness is 0.5 mm were polished to get a smooth and shiny surface. However, this kind of surface has a very poor wettability to the water-based precursor solutions used in PAD. Thus we immersed the nickel substrate into 10% hydrogen peroxide solution at 50 ∘ C, and the nickel on the surface was oxidized gradually. An oxide buffer layer NiO/Ni 2 O 3 was formed to improve its wettability. In this experiment, by varying the immersing time of the Ni substrates in the H 2 O 2 solution, different thicknesses of NiO x buffer layers could be formed. We selected five different samples, and their immersing time in the H 2 O 2 solution was 5 min (as the reference sample), 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, and 4 h, respectively.
The precursor solutions containing Ba 2+ and Ti 4+ were prepared according to the literature reports [18, 19] . Technically, Ba 2+ solution was made by adding barium nitrate to the water solution of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and polyethyleneimine (PEI, from Sigma-Aldrich, average Mn≈60,000, Mw≈750,000). The solution was then purified and concentrated in an Amicon filtration unit to yield a solution with Ba 2+ ions. To prepare the Ti 4+ solution, titanium chloride was slowly added to 30% peroxide solution, then the solution was added slowly to the mixture of EDTA and PEI solution, and finally the solution was purified and concentrated to get a solution containing Ti 4+ ions. The Ba 2+ and Ti 4+ solutions were then mixed in the molar ratio of 1 : 1 to yield a homogenous precursor solution for BTO.
The as-prepared solution was spin-coated on the pretreated nickel substrates with a spin rate of 3000 rpm for 30 seconds. The as-prepared samples were put into a furnace for heat treatment. The spin coating and thermal treatment process were repeated for 5 times. We treated the first layer of BTO thin films at 800 ∘ C to get distinct interface and the other layers at 600 ∘ C to avoid excessive thermal exposure of the nickel substrates. Then, the BTO thin films were annealed at 800 ∘ C in order to get fine crystallization. To avoid the oxidation of the Ni substrates, the whole thermal treatment process was performed in the flowing forming gas of 96% N 2 and 4% H 2 with a flow rate of 100 mL/min. After SEM detection, the final thickness of the BTO thin films is about 400 nm. Figure 1 (b) schematically shows the heat treatment process.
The crystallinity of the films was first examined by the Xray diffraction (XRD) technique. To measure the dielectric properties of the BTO thin films, Au electrodes with an area of 20 m × 20 m were deposited on the surfaces of BTO thin films by lithography and magnetron sputtering methods as the top electrodes. Dielectric properties of the samples were tested using an Agilent-4294A Precision LCR meter. Leakage currents were measured using an Agilent B2901A Precision Source/Measure Unit. Figure 2 shows the test sketch of BTO/Ni samples and dielectric property and leakage current test system. The applied voltage varied from −10 V to 0 V and then from 0 V to +10 V for the leakage current measurements.
Results and Discussion
XRD was performed using Cu K radiation to examine crystal structure of the BTO/Ni heterostructures. It is interesting to see that all the samples exhibit similar diffraction patterns. Typical results are shown in Figure 3 the influence of the nickel oxide buffer layers between the BTO thin films and the Ni substrates. The nickel oxide layer could block the interface diffusion between the Ni and the BTO layer and thus improve the quality of the BTO thin films and reduce the leakage current and dielectric loss. However, NiO x layer has a much lower dielectric constant compared to the BTO layer, which implies that the heterostructure is actually a big capacitor of BTO in series with a small capacitor of NiO x . Thus, the as-measured dielectric constant should be lower when NiO x layer is thicker.
As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, the balance should be considered when looking for the optimal pretreatment condition for the Ni substrates. For example, though the dielectric loss of the sample with 4 h immersing time decreases by 87% compared to the one with 5 min immersing time, the dielectric constant decreases by 85.3%. On the other hand, the dielectric constant of the sample with 2 h immersing time decreases only by 8.2%, whereas its dielectric loss reduced by 34.8% compared to the sample with 5 min immersing time. Therefore, 2 h immersing time might be an optimized condition for the applications which require low dielectric loss and high dielectric constant. The Au electrode and the Ni substrate were regarded as positive and negative electrodes, respectively. In order to prevent the breakdown and obtain accurate leakage characteristic curve, the limit current and test delay time were set as 100 A and 0.1 s, respectively. All the scanning sequences began with 0 V. The leakage current density and electric field characteristic curves for the samples with different immersing time are shown in Figure 6 .
From Figure 6 , we can see that the -characteristic curves are asymmetric under positive and negative bias voltage, which is mainly caused by the asymmetry of this kind of integrated structure. The leakage current conduction mechanism is then different when metal electrode is under positive and negative bias voltage. So it is necessary for us to analyze the leakage current conduction mechanism under positive and negative bias voltage, respectively. Whatever negative or positive bias voltage, leakage current decreases gradually along with the increase of immersing time. The sample with 4 h immersing time has a much lower leakage current density than the other 4 samples. This is mainly due to the increase of bulk resistance. As the oxidation time of nickel substrates increases, thickness of the nickel oxide layers increases. Since the films were thermally treated in a reduced ambient with the oxygen pressure of about 10 −18 atm, nickel oxide will decompose gradually during the heat treatment process [26, 27] . And as mentioned ahead, since the free energy of BTO is much lower than that of NiO, the oxygen from NiO would diffuse into the BTO layer to compensate oxygen vacancies. It is believed that the oxygen vacancies are the key factor contributing to the leakage current in ferroelectric oxide thin films. Thus, the sample with a thicker NiO x layer should have a lower leakage current density. The leakage current conduction mechanism under negative bias is analyzed by plotting ln( ) versus 1/2 , as shown in Figure 7 . It shows that all the curves fit well with the Schottky emission mechanism [28, 29] , which can be expressed as
where is the current density, * is the Richardson constant, is the absolute temperature, is elementary charge, is the applied electric field, is the optical dielectric constant, 0 is the permittivity of free space, is the Boltzmann constant, and 0 is the Schottky barrier height.
The optical dielectric constant of the BTO samples is about 1.95, as calculated from the slopes of the curves in Figure 7 . The value is at the same order of magnitude but smaller than the reported optical dielectric constant of about 5 for BTO bulk [30] . The reason may come from the different quality of our BTO thin film samples with the reported bulks.
The absolute values of the intercept of the curves in Figure 6 reflect the Schottky barrier height. It is interesting to see that the Schottky barrier height increases with the thickness of NiO x layer. The reason may lie in the suppression of interdiffusion between the BTO layer and the Ni substrate when the thickness of NiO x layer increases, which would increase the Schottky barrier height.
From Figure 8 , it is seen that, under the positive voltage, all the curves basely conform to a transition from the Ohmic conductive mechanism to the space-charge-limited-current (SCLC) mechanism [31] . For the Ohmic conductive mechanism, the current density and the applied electric field follow a linear relationship. And the SCLC mechanism can be expressed as
where is the low frequency dielectric constant, is the carrier mobility, and is the thickness of the thin film. Under positive bias, leakage currents of all samples follow Ohmic conductive mechanism when the voltage is low. Two factors may account for the phenomenon that the longer the immersing time, the higher the voltage at the transition point. On one aspect, as mentioned above, the decomposition of nickel oxide layer would compensate the oxygen vacancies and thus reduce internal defects in the BTO layer. Since the oxygen vacancies are believed to be related to the origin of the space charges in many ferroelectric materials [32] [33] [34] [35] , the reduction of oxygen vacancies would increase the transition voltage from the Ohmic conductive mechanism to SCLC conductive mechanism. The second reason may lie in the voltage across the interfacial layer. Due to the compensation of the oxygen vacancies from the interfacial NiO x layer, the distribution of oxygen vacancies in the BTO layer is not uniform. The area close to the BTO/Ni interface which has deprived oxygen from NiO x buffer would have a higher resistance and the voltage across this area should be higher. The thicker the original NiO x buffer is, the thicker the area in the BTO layer which can get enough compensation of oxygen vacancies is, and the higher the voltages would be applied on this area. Moreover, when the original NiO x layer is thick enough, a residual NiO x layer would be at the interface after the heat treatment, which would also share more voltage when its thickness increases. The higher partial voltage across the residual NiO x layer and the interfacial BTO area would result in the increase of the voltage at the transition point.
It is interesting to note that, for the sample whose immersing time is 5 min, the slope of the curve at the high voltage part is not consistent with that of other samples. This suggests that the types of defects in this sample may be different from other samples. In the sample with 5 min immersing time, the interdiffusion between Ni and BTO is not well controlled and the oxygen vacancies in the BTO layer are not well compensated. The related defects would dominate the sources of space charge and lead to a typical SCLC conductive mechanism with the slope of ln( ) versus ln( ) close to 2. But when the thickness of NiO x buffer layer increases and the interdiffusion and oxygen vacancies get a better control, other defects formed during the fabrication process would dominate the sources of space charge. Then the defect-related discrete energy levels appear in the forbidden band. The energy level influences carriers transport and conductive mechanism strongly and leads to a higher slope of ln( ) versus ln( ) plot.
Conclusions
In summary, the barium titanate (BTO) thin films were successfully deposited on polycrystalline Ni substrates by the polymer assisted deposition (PAD) technique using NiO x as the buffer layers. It is found that the dielectric properties and the leakage current density of the BTO films are strongly affected by the thickness of NiO x buffer layers which could be controlled by the pretreatment time. Obvious reduction in dielectric loss and leakage current densities has been observed in the samples with longer pretreatment time of Ni substrates. Combining with the analysis of leakage mechanisms in the BTO layers, the observed phenomena have been proposed to be related to the oxygen compensation and the suppression of interdiffusion at the interface.
